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8. Drills 
 
Line Drills 
 
Drill: Lines facing each other on opposite restraining lines. The first player in each line runs toward the line 
on the opposite side of the field, passing to the first person in that line. Go to end of opposite line after pass. 
EVERY PRACTICE SHOULD START WITH LINE DRILLS! 
Purpose: Stick work. Conditioning and Coaches review of special player needs. 
 
Emphasize: Make the pass in the box area. Run full speed. Don't slow down to make the pass or catch. 
Cradle the stick near the ear.  
 
Tips: Use a lot of lines with a small number of boys in each line to maximize ball- handling. There should be 
no more than three boys on each line. Keep everybody moving. In 3rd grade, you might only do the strong 
hand at first to build confidence. 
 
Variations: After a few minutes in each type of line drill blow the whistle and yell out, “high speed.” Its like a 
gear shift that always pushes them in the drills to a faster/higher level. It forces players to improve their hand 
eye coordination and moves the game to a speed where it should be played. Sometimes it is necessary to split 
lines so one line is at high speed and the other is able to continue to work to improve to get to the higher 
speed line.  
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2-Man Pass Drill 
 
Drill: Two lines at the goal line extended about 20 yards apart. First players in each line run down the field as 
a pair passing the ball back and forth, running full speed. 
 
Purpose: Stickwork, conditioning, and passing and catching on the run. ALL GRADES! 
 
Emphasize: Leading- throwing the pass out in front of the catcher. Running full speed. 
 
Tips: Keep sticks to the outside. Player on right has stick in right hand, player on left, stick in left. Players 
switch lines coming back down the other side of field –they will now be on the opposite side and will use the 
other hand. Keep the players going around the field for two or three laps. They should not stop running. 
Encourage them to use their weak hand no matter how uncomfortable it is!! 
 
Simple instruction: "Run full speed" "don't stop to make the pass. Throw on the run." 
THIS IS A GREAT DRILL. IT SHOULD BE USED ALMOST EVERY PRACTICE!  
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Ground Ball Drill 
 
Drill: Two lines with coach in middle. Coach rolls ball out and first two players in each line battle for the ball. 
The player that picks up the ball runs it back toward the coach and passes it to the coach. The player that 
loses the battle for the ball plays defense. 
 
Purpose: Teach the Box-Out skill of contesting ground balls, the concepts of accelerating through the ball 
when scooping and looking up for the open man after turning up field. Also a good drill to use to teach the 
ball carrier to step away to create space to make the pass. This is really 4 or 5 drills in one. 
You can't do enough of this drill in the early grades. 
 
Emphasize: The importance of stepping in front of the opponent, "Boxing-Out", to get in position to win 
the battle for the ground ball. Body position is critical. Accelerate through the ball when scooping and run 
hard through the turn when turning back to make the pass. Gaining one step on the defender creates a fast 
break situation anywhere on the field, so turn hard and run full speed. The ball carrier should make a wide 
turn way from the defender, keeping the stick to the outside. Do not turn quickly back into the defender. 
Players in the early grades like to back in and put their head down. Teach them to face the defender and run 
full speed. They won't get checked if they're running full speed!! 
 
Tips: Teach them to kick the ball out and chase it if they get tied up in a pile. If a player gets boxed-out, he 
should lift the back hand of the player going for the ground ball in front of him. He should not push from 
behind. When running the ball back to the coach, make them veer away from the defender to create space to 
make a good pass to the coach. Match evenly skilled players.  
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1-on-ls (Offensive concepts) 
 
Drill: Two lines just outside the top of the restraining box. The first player in line steps out to play defense. 
The next player in line takes the ball and goes to the goal. 
 
Purpose: To teach how to go to the goal and create space between the ball carrier and the defenseman in 
order to get off a shot. 
 
Emphasize: First step is critical. Take first step left, dip head slightly to freeze the defenseman, then spring 
to the right and accelerate to the goal. Stick can start and remain in the right hand. Do the same thing lefty, 
starting with the right foot first and accelerating to the left. If defenseman has good positioning, veer off to 
create space to free the hands to shoot. Can also roll back to create space to shoot. 
 
Tips: On 1-on-1 drills, focus on both defense and offense simultaneously. 3rd and 4th graders will want to 
run straight into the defenseman and turn their backs to them. Teach them to run to open field, not to the 
defenseman and to face the defenseman not back in. 
 
Simple instruction: "The faster you run, the less you'll get checked." "Go to the Goal" 
"Full speed" 
 
Variations: Drill should be done from the side or from behind the goal with attack and defense.  
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1-on-ls (Defensive Concepts) Footwork/Positioning 
 
Drill: Two lines just outside the top of the restraining box. The first player in line steps out to play defense. 
NO STICKS ON DEFENSE. Next player in line takes a ball and goes to the goal. 
 
Purpose: To teach proper defensive footwork and body positioning. 
 
Emphasize: Defensive footwork- first step MUST be a drop step backwards along with the player 
carrying the ball, not a step forward into the ball carrier. Teach the players not to lunge forward into the ball 
carrier. Defensive player should beat the offensive player to the small x in the diagram, keeping his body 
between the ball carrier and the goal. 
 
Tips: Watch the defensive player's first step. It should always be a drop step. Defensive player should line up 
slightly inside the ball carrier, encouraging the ball carrier to go to outside and not down the middle. Match 
up equally talented players. 
 
Variations: Allow defense to use sticks. Discourage checking. Stick should be kept in front of the ball carrier, 
low on the ball carrier's hip. Checks should only occur when the ball carrier readies to shoot. Primary Goal 
is to tum the ball carrier back, not take the ball away. 
 
Simple instructions: "Stick in front, run with him" or "stick in front, move your feet." 
Drill should be done from the side or from behind the goal with attack and defense.  
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1-on-ls Anti-Lunge Drill 
 
Drill: Two lines, one at the goal line extended, one on top, outside the restraining box. The line at the goal 
line should be mostly defensemen. Coach sends a defenseman up full speed to play the mid:fielder. The coach 
throws a ball to the mid:fielder, timing the pass to arrive before the defenseman does. As the defenseman 
arrives, he must get under control, break down in the defensive position, and play defense much the same as 
a 1-on-1 drill. Middie goes to the goal and tries to shoot. Defenseman plays defense.  
 
Purpose: To teach the players not to over-commit or lunge at the ball carrier on defense. 
 
Emphasize: Good defensive body position. Focus on the ball carrier's body. bon't go for the stick. 
 
Tips: Make the defensemen run full speed up to the middie, then back-peddle, so they learn how to get under 
control from a full sprint. Over-committing is a common mistake made in the younger grades. Teach them to 
take the body, not the stick.  
 
Simple instructions: "Under control." "Take the body." "Stick in front,”run with him" 
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2-on-2s  
 
Drill: Two, 2-man teams battle for the loose ball. The team that gains possession must make two passes 
before they can take a shot. 
 
Purpose: Teaches give and go and back-door cut. Teaches concept of moving in order to get open and to 
make the pass. Ground balls. Shooting. Great conditioning drill. 
 
Emphasize: Move to get open- players cannot stand still, whether catching or passing. 
Player without the ball should cut laterally, back and forth, to get open, not to and away from the ball carrier, 
where the defender can easily stay between them. Cutting laterally sets up the back door cut if the defender 
overplays the pass to the outside. 
 
Simple instruction; "Pop-in, pop-out." -the player without the ball should pop-in towards the goal to make 
defenseman play them, then pop-out to create space to receive pass. The ball carrier must move to make the 
pass. 
 
Simple instruction; "Move your feet.", “Pop in and Pop out” 
Whenever a ball carrier makes a pass, they should immediately cut to the goal and look for the return pass, 
this is known as a “give and go” motion. The defensive players should always cover their man by staying 
between their man and the goal. They need to keep their " head on a swivel", watching both their man and 
the man with the ball.  
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3-on-3 “Keep Away Drill”:  fun for each level of player. 
 
Drill: Two 3-man teams play "keep the ball away from the other team" in a confined area, usually half of the 
box area or half of the midfield area. 
 
Purpose: Teaches the players to move their feet in order to both get open and to make the pass. Excellent 
conditioning drill as well. 
 
Emphasize: Players must run to get open to break free from the defender. Teach them to step into the 
defender first then push off and run to open field to receive the pass.  
 
Simple instruction; ''Pop·in, pop·out." Player without the ball must get open to give the ball carrier an 
outlet, otherwise the ball carrier gets pressured from the defender.  Ball carrier must also move his feet to 
make the pass. Teach them to roll away from the pressure of the defender, to run to open field, in any 
direction, in order to get space to make the pass. Simple instruction; "Move your feet."  
 
Tips: Make 3-man teams using the whole team and use the entire field. Break the field up into small sections 
using cones or imaginary boundaries. Let all sections play at once. Each group of six needs an area half the 
size of the restraining box.  
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Fast Break Drill: This is the primary method for teaching transition offense and defense. Coaches should be 
strategically positioned in each area for proper coaching of the defense and the offense. 
 
Drill: Set up attack and defense in fast break formation (one attackman (Al) up top in the box at ''the point", 
two attackmen (A2, A3) down low, just above the crease, on each side of the goal). Have midfielders line up 
at restraining line, opposite of the point attackman. Send a midfielder (Ml) with the ball. Defenseman (Dl) 
covering the point attackman must slide to pick up the incoming midfielder. Midfielder passes to the point 
attackman (AI). Defenseman (D2) covering wing attackman must slide up to cover point. Point attackman 
passes to wing attackman who shoots or passes across to the other wing attackman for the shot. 
 
Purpose: Move the ball on offense faster than the sliding defense. Slide on defense. 
 
Emphasize: Attack must move TO the ball in a straight line (no cheating in) to make the defensive 
slides more difficult! As the defense slides the nearest attackman should “shadow” that sliding defender and 
move in their “exit wake” toward the ball carrier. Once the Point attackman receives the pass (90% of the 
time), they then read where the next defender is coming from. It is that area attackman that usually will be the 
next pass recipient. They are the right side attackman who then also reacts to where the next slide is coming 
from and either makes that pass or the next pass to the left side attackman. In each case, the attack is 
prepared to move the ball to the next corner of the “attack box” if they properly identify where the slide is 
coming from. In each case, attackman with the ball only passes, if the defense doesn't slide up. A common 
error is the lower right and left side attackmen don’t properly “take steps) in the “wake” of the sliding 
defensive player as they exit their area. 1 or 2 steps can make all the difference in a good transition game and 
an average game. Always remember, if your hands are free of a defender and the ball is in your stick then 
“shoot to score!” 
 
Simple instruction: “spread out", “keep your spacing”, “ meet the ball" "find the open man”.  
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Slow Break Drill: It is suggested that coaches can help teach young players what is a Fast Break and Slow 
Break situation as the ball is being cleared. This is done by simply yelling out, “Fast Break” or “Slow Break” 
from the sidelines or on the fly during the drill as the ball is being scooped up at the midfield line. 
 
Drill: Similar to the fast break, but when sending the first offensive middie (Ml) with the ball, send a 
defensive middie (M2) to play soft defense. Wait a few seconds, then send a ''trailing" second offensive 
middie (M3). When attack recognizes that it is not a fast break the wing attackman (A2) goes behind the cage. 
The wing attack (A3) pops out hard for the pass from the middie, then runs hard and passes the ball behind 
to A2. The attackman behind (A2) runs the ball to the "weak" side (opposite the side it came from), and 
passes to the trailing middie (M3) for the shot, or he could pass to Al, who has dropped down in a lane. 
 
Purpose: To teach them to get the ball behind the goal, so the attackman ean make the pass to the trailing 
middie. The attackman can see the cutters and make the pass more easily than the leading middie. All the 
trailing middie needs is a one step lead on his defending middie and he can be open for the easy shot. 
 
Emphasize: "Slow Break". Get the ball "down the side" to "point behind". "Find the open man". "Move 
your feet" -This drill cannot succeed unless the attackmen run hard to get the pass and run hard to deliver the 
pass to the next player.  
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Four Corner Pass Drill 
 
Drill: Four lines on the corners of the restraining box. Ball starts in any corner. The first player in line runs 
the ball towards the line to his left or his right depending on the direction specified. The player makes a pass 
to that line. The player in the receiving line moves to the pass, popping to the outside, stick to the outside to 
receive the pass. After receiving the pass, the player turns back, keeping the stick to the outside, which means 
switching hands, and runs the ball to the next line, keeping the stick to the outside, and keeping the ball 
moving in the same direction around the four corners. The passer goes to the line he passed to. 
 
Purpose: To teach stick protection and concept of keeping the stick to the outside, away from the defenders, 
when making passes. To teach the concept of moving to the ball. To teach the concept of moving the ball 
around in the same direction, forcing the player to switch hands. Young players have a tendency to throw the 
ball back in the direction that it came because they are not confident in switching hands. To get the ball 
around to the weak side of the field, players must keep the ball moving around the perimeter in the 
same direction. They should NOT throw it back into the crowded direction from which the ball 
came. They must be comfortable switching hands, keeping the stick to the outside, to accomplish 
this. 
 
Emphasize: Move hard to the pass, turn hard to the outside, keeping the stick outside, accelerate through 
the turn, run full speed. In the diagram below, the ball is moving in a counter-clockwise direction. The players 
are catching left-handed and throwing right-handed. Change the direction of the ball to get them catching 
right-handed and passing left-handed. Get 2 balls going at once.  
 
Simple instruction: "Stick to the outside", ''Move to the ball", "Run Full Speed", "Get your pass in the 
Box.” This is a great drill to do with the defense, to get them working on their long passes.  
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Triangle Passing Drill 
 
Drill: Set up players in groups of three in a triangle formation. The players pass the ball around, moving the 
ball in the same direction. The receiver moves to the ball, keeping his stick to the outside. Upon catching the 
pass, the player turns to the outside, switches hands, moves towards the next player and makes the pass, 
keeping the stick to the outside. 
 
Purpose: To teach stick protection and the concept of keeping the stick to the outside, away from the 
defenders, when making passes. To teach the concept of Popping-In and Popping-Out to receive a pass. To 
teach the concept of moving the ball around in the same direction, forcing the player to switch hands. Young 
players have a tendency to throw the ball back in the direction from which it came because they are not 
confident switching hands. To get the ball around the field, players must keep the ball moving around 
the perimeter in the same direction. They should NOT throw it back into the crowded direction 
from which the ball came. They must be comfortable switching hands, keeping the stick to the 
outside, to accomplish this. 
 
Emphasize: Pop-Out hard to receive the pass, turn hard to the outside, keeping the stick to the outside.Get 
the passes in the box. In the diagram below, the ball is moving in a counter-clockwise direction. The players 
are catching left-handed and throwing right-handed. Change the direction of the ball to get them catching 
right-handed and passing left-handed. 
 
Simple instruction: "Stick to the outside", "Pop-In, Pop-Out", "Get your pass in the 
Box" 
 
Tips: Get the whole team involved. Make as many triangles as there are players. It gets all the players 
touching the ball often. 
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Give and Go Drill (With Coaches for younger players) 
 
Drill: One line up top or in the wing area. The coach rolls the ball to the first player in line. The player passes 
to the coach, then cuts to the goal "backdoor" to receive a return pass from the coach. The player then goes 
to the goal and shoots hard. 
 
Purpose: To develop the concepts of give and go and the backdoor cut and to teach how to shoot hard. 
 
Emphasize: Passing the ball and going hard to the goal, "backdoor". 
 
Tips: Shoot to score/Shoot the ball hard. This is a great opportunity to work on shooting. Put a passive 
defender (coach) out to cover the player so the player gets the feel of cutting back door, behind the defender, 
after the pass. Use this drill as one of a few stations. Need help from another coach, getting balls out of the 
cage. At the higher grades, this drill can be done without coaches.  
(also see Give and Go Drill- Players Only). 
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Give and Go Drill (Players Only) 
 
Drill: Four lines, one on each wing, one behind the cage, and one up top. First player in the line on the wing 
passes to the first player in line behind the cage. the wing player cuts to the goal “backdoor”, receives a return 
pass and shoots on goal. Do the same concept up top. Line up top passes to the player on the wing and shoot 
on goal.  
 
Purpose: To develop the concepts of give-and-go and the backdoor cut.  
 
Emphasize: Players receiving the pass behind the goal and on the wing should move to get open, “pop-in” 
and “pop-out.” Player making the return pass needs to lead the receiver and then finish the play by moving to 
pick or pick away or cutting to middle, etc. 
 
Tips: Players should rotate counter clockwise in lines. In this diagram, all shots should be right-handed. 
Reverse the set-up and all shots should be left-handed. Shoot the Ball Hard!  This is a good shooting drill, 
as well. For this purpose, put a “passive” defender out to cover the passing line so the cutter gets a feel of 
cutting back door, behind the defender, to the goal after they have made the pass.  
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Roll Back Drill 
 
Drill: Single line on the end line. Set up cones, pennies or coaches on diagonal lines down the field. Players 
run to the cone, then roll back away from pressure, changing direction and changing the hand the stick is 
in during the roll. The stick should always be protected, held away from the defender. In the example below, 
the player approaches the first coach with the stick in the right hand, then rolls back, switching the stick to 
the left hand as he accelerates out of the roll. 
 
Purpose: Teaches players to roll back away from pressure. 
 
Emphasize: Footwork- accelerate out of the roll. 
 
Stickwork- protect the stick. Keep the head of the stick below your chin and between your shoulders during 
the roll. Don't leave the stick behind, or "hang it" coming out of the roll. 
 
Tips: Give all players on line a ball. Keep them moving. Use coaches as cones to act like defensive pressure 
so players get the "feel" of rolling away from an "overplaying" defenseman. Particularly useful in the 3rd and 
4th grades, where players will run out of bounds when covered well defensively because of the inability to roll 
back to the weak hand. This drill is good to use as a station in a drill session.  
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Change Hands-Protect Stick Drill 
 
Drill: Several lines anywhere on the field. Set up approximately 4-5 cones/pinnies in front of the lines. First 
person runs 1/4 speed through the cones, switching hands, keeping the stick to the outside, away from the 
cone (imaginary defenseman).  
 
Purpose: Teach change of hand skill. Teach stick protection. 
 
Emphasize: Keep stick to the outside, away from the defense. 
Lead with the shoulder. Get stick quickly to cradle position by ear. 
 
Tips: Keep the same person going through the pennies for several laps. Let them get some rhythm. Use this 
drill as one of a few stations. You should only have 1 or 2 people in line. Otherwise, there is too much 
standing around. This is an excellent drill for lower grades. It is similar to how you teach a basketball 
dribbling drill. Tell them to do this drill at home as well!  
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Footwork Shuffle/Kareoka Drill: (great drill for all levels and conditioning) 
 
Drill: Entire team lines up on the end line, near the side restraining line. Three players at a time run backward 
from the end line to the top of the restraining box, then shuffle across top of restraining box, then backward 
to the midfield line, then kareoka 'across midfield line, then backward to the top of the far restraining box, 
then shuffle across the top of the restraining box, then sprint to the end line. 
 
Purpose: Defensive footwork. Conditioning. 
 
Emphasize: Defensive position during the shuffle, knees bent, stick pointed out front. Don't cross the feet 
during the shuffle. Keep shoulders facing endline, not sideline. 
 
*Kareoka - Like the shuffle, except trailing foot alternates between going in front of and behind forward foot 
with each step. Shoulders remain facing the endline, HIPS separate from the shoulders and are forced to face 
the sideline when trailing foot steps in front of forward foot.  
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Relay Races 
 
Drill: Lines on one side of field behind restraining line. First player scoops the ball, runs to other restraining 
line, returns, and drops ball for next in line. 
 
Purpose: Promotes speed. Good conditioning. Competitive nature motivates them. 
 
Emphasize: Cradling while running full speed. GREAT FOR 3RD AND 4TH GRADES. 
 
Tips: Use a lot of lines with a low number of boys in each line. For fun and competitiveness, the losing lines 
could do push-ups. 
 
Variations: 
Ground balls: Scoop ground balls and run. Can also make them re-drop ball for multiple ground balls. 
Passes: Receive pass, run out and back, pass to next in line. Can use weak hand. Pass to Coach: Coach rolls 
ball out. First person scoops, runs to other restraining line, returns and passes back to coach. Coaches can 
better control speed of lines and ensure closer race by handling ball. Must have many coaches to run this 
variation.  
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Clinic Passing Station (Coaches do the passing) 
 
Drill: Single line of players, facing the coach. The coach explains the proper technique of catching and 
throwing. The coach then proceeds down the line throwing to and catching from each player. Patience and a 
good volunteer to back up are needed here. Aim the ball at their stick. This drill is best run by a coach that 
can handle a stick. When catching, the top hand should be up near the head of the stick, giving the player 
maximum flexibility to move the stick to the incoming ball. The player should hold his stick up in the "Box" 
area and out in front of them, so they can see the head of the stick. They should give the passer a target, and 
scream, "Here's your Help!" Tell them to keep their eye on the ball, not you. If a player has trouble moving 
the stick to the ball, stand in front of them and use the butt end of your stick to stab at the air around them to 
simulate an incoming ball and make them move their stick to meet the butt end of your stick. This will give 
them the concept of moving the stick. When Passing, the top hand should slide down to the middle of the 
shaft, giving the player more leverage to throw. They should step to the throwing target, like throwing a 
baseball, shifting their weight from the back foot to the front foot on the follow through. It is sometimes 
helpful to have them drop their sticks and simulate the baseball throwing motion, before trying the motion 
with their sticks. 
 
Tips: Keep them on their toes. Throw it back to someone down the ends if they're not watching. Do a 
contest to see how many they can catch in one run down the line. Keep the groups small, 10 maximum. 
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Look Up, Find the Open Man Drill 
 
Drill: One line at the goal line extended, one line up top at the restraining line. Coach rolls the ball out to the 
first player in line at the restraining line. The player picks up the ball, runs toward the goal, and passes to the 
first player in line at the goal line extended. The receiver moves to the ball to receive to pass, then shoots the 
ball hard at the goal. 
 
Purpose: To teach the players to look up-field for the open man whenever they pick up a ground ball. To 
teach the receiving player to move to the ball when waiting for the pass.To teach them to shoot hard on 
goal. Shoot to score! 
 
Emphasize: Run full speed when picking up the ball. Look up-field for your teammate. Move to the pass, to 
make it tougher for defensemen to cover you when receiving a pass on the crease. SHOOT HARD! 
 
Tips: This is a great drill for the clinic. The coach stands by the line at the goal line and controls the drill. 
The coach will need a helper, fetching balls out of the net. Simple instruction: "Look-Up, Find the open 
man", "Move to the ball", "Shoot the ball hard.” 
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Shooting Drill or better yet, Scoring Drill: Shooting is one of the worst taught skills by most youth 
lacrosse programs. Many great players can achieve amazing results in youth lacrosse, middle school and even 
in high school but by the time they get to the college level their ability to score at the college level seem 
grossly underdeveloped. This is primarily due to the level of defensive and goalie play at the college level. By 
the time they reach the college level, most goalies are able to win the one on one battle versus as shooter so 
shooters must improve their skill levels. 
 
Concepts: Each year in the player development they must become good at scoring from no more than 3 or 4 
specific positions.  Middies will work from 3 areas above the GLE. One from the left side, One from the 
right side and One from the middle areas above the goal. Attackmen will work from 4 areas: one from below 
GLE, one from the right side, one from the left side, one from the crease area and one from X behind the 
goal. The shooting drills are sometimes worked with middies and attackmen in separate ends of the field and 
then combined to integrate the scoring drills on offense.  Defensemen should also work on scoring on the 
run from down the middle of the field. The ability for defensemen to score in transition has become a 
requirement by most of the better high school and college lacrosse programs. 
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Other Specific Shooting Drills: (1 on 1 or 2 on 2) 
 
Scoop and Shoot Drill. Roll a ball out and have a defender and an attacker fight to gain possession. If the 
offensive player wins possession they make a quick pass to a second player who shoots if the defender wins 
possession they pass to the second defender to receive and give and go back for a shot on goal. (Yes, 
defensive players need to shoot with accuracy as well. Often times, in transition, they are left to shoot on the 
goalie as they are treated as the “best, worst” player to shoot on the goalie). 
 
Pass and Pick-Away Shooting Drill:  
 
Drill: This drill is set up to key off the crease attackman. The drill is an off shoot of how indoor or box 
lacrosse works the ball into the middle and then back out again. The drill can be set up to start with a 
parameter pass into the middle and then pass back out again or it can simply start with a bucket of balls right 
in the middle (A1) in front of the crease. Once the Crease man passes (A1) to a perimeter player, the player 
then picks to the opposite line. The pick could be a single pick or done as a double pick where the wing 
player cut off the A1 pick then turns back to set a pick for A1 to cut back to the ball. The shot should be 
hard and accurate! 
 
Tips: Once the single crease man and the ball is working well the second midfielder could get on the crease 
also and they can alternate with the ball work.  
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Individual Spot Feeding and Shooting/The No Look Shooting Drill 
 
Drill: This drill is designed to teach players how to shoot from their best positions or places where they 
are best suited to score.  The drill is set up by a feeder and a shooter. Usually, the drill is done by having the 
spot “catcher” with their back to the “spot feeder.” The feeder yells “turn” and passes the ball to different 
elevations surrounding the catcher. The catcher must identify the ball, make the catch and shoot it to a 
specific spot in one motion. The shot should be taken from no more than 2-3 key distances for based upon 
where they would normally be shooting during games. This is similar to how a basketball players practices his 
jump shots from specific spots on the floor. The diagram lists the most common positions (P1-P5) in front 
of the goal area. Once the feeder and the catcher have finished 20-30 shots they should switch positions. 
 
Tip: The feeder, as the ball is caught, can also yell the area the shooter should aim at to make it more 
interesting. (“1 hole, 2 hole, 3 hole, 4 hole or 5 hole”)  
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Shooting from the knees at graduated distances from the goal. Using 3 cones placed in a straight line or 
path 5 yds, 10 yds and 15 yds from the goal.  
 
Purpose: Proper biomechanics/To teach or reteach a player how to shoot using just their upper body. This 
helps fix their upper body motion and follow through on shots. It improves their accuracy and strengthens 
their shot speed. It is one of the best methods to “self teach” shooting in the back yard, before practices and 
prior to games.  
 
Razzle-Dazzle Shooting Drills: (Behind the back, underhand, no look shots, between the legs, etc.) This is 
the fun stuff but it is no longer just for fun....There was a time when this form of teaching the “hot dog” 
aspects of the game was never done. Today, with the advent of the highly skilled Canadian box and Indoor 
Lacrosse players in the game the way scoring gets done is also changing. Scoring has become much more 
difficult to accomplish so “fooling” the goalie is becoming a widely sort after skill set. Whatever it takes to 
improving a players ability to score more goals should be considered a valid technique to develop.. 
 
 
Transition Drills: 2v3, 3v4, 4v5, 5v6 
 
These drills are great drills to run before beginning a scrimmage or game. Defensive and Offensive players 
stand along the sideline in groups. The whistle blows, the ground ball gets thrown out toward the middle of 
the restraining box and the two teams fight for the possession and then set up a quick transition offense or 
clearing opportunity. The play lasts for no more than 60 seconds and the next group goes in. Once you finish 
the 2v3 groups switch to the 3v4 and so on.  

 


